Eastern A’s 2019 Team Policy
It is the policy of the Eastern A’s that when a player commits to playing for the A’s,
that they are committed to the A’s team and Organization. Players and coaches are
to represent the A’s organization and its values. Players are not permitted to play for
another travel ball team / in house team while being a part of the A’s Organization.
(Exception is Little league Spring season or School Ball During the school year. This
is for the safety of the player, as the A’s feel that too much baseball is not good for
the player’s development, especially with the increase in arm injuries over the past
few years in youth baseball. Pitching rules have now been put in to place to protect
young players and the A’s pride themselves on protecting their players. A win is not
worth anyone’s arm.
The A’s promote a team philosophy. Everyone is equal on an A’s team and everyone
contributes in one way or another. By playing on two teams, you are not committed
to one or the other. We expect every player to participate in games and practices so
that we can grow as a team and promote the team building philosophy. One cannot
be fully committed to the A’s if you are playing for another team.
This is a zero tolerance policy and if caught playing for another travel team / team
you will be asked to leave the A’s with no refund issued. This policy is also in effect
for A’s players who are fill in players on another A’s team. As a fill in player, you are
not to pitch or catch for the team you are filling in for as this will put your current
team in a position that is not good for your team should they need you to pitch on
short notice. If any player is caught pitching or catching for another A’s team the
player and the coach of the fill in team will be asked to leave the organization as a
violation of this policy.
By signing the above A’s Policy you agree with its terms

Print Name - Player____________________________

Parent Name ___________________________

Player Signature _____________________________

Parent Signature_______________________

Date_______________________________________

